Global BIPOC Advisory Board
Meeting 12 Minutes
Jan 28, 2023
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM (PST) 90 mins.

1. Roll Call
   a. Aielen, Hurdy Gurdy Girl

2. BIPOC Mefites for Steering Committee
   a. aielen and HGG compiled a list of BIPOC Mefites to reach out to about running for the SC
   b. Hurdy Gurdy Girl gave a lot of very useful advice for how we might set expectations for these BIPOC Mefites when reaching out to them, and how the SC's workload might be better defined/structured to facilitate a more equitable distribution in future.
      ■ Stable chair for a series of meetings rather than rotating chair each meeting
      ■ Designated secretary
      ■ Have more concrete roles